Encoding/Transmitting Resident Assessments

CFR(s): 483.20(f)(1)-(4)

§483.20(f) Automated data processing requirement-
§483.20(f)(1) Encoding data. Within 7 days after a facility completes a resident's assessment, a facility must encode the following information for each resident in the facility:

(i) Admission assessment.
(ii) Annual assessment updates.
(iii) Significant change in status assessments.
(iv) Quarterly review assessments.
(v) A subset of items upon a resident's transfer, reentry, discharge, and death.
(vi) Background (face-sheet) information, if there is no admission assessment.

§483.20(f)(2) Transmitting data. Within 7 days after a facility completes a resident's assessment, a facility must be capable of transmitting to the CMS System information for each resident contained in the MDS in a format that conforms to standard record layouts and data dictionaries, and that passes standardized edits defined by CMS and the State.

§483.20(f)(3) Transmittal requirements. Within 14 days after a facility completes a resident's assessment, a facility must electronically transmit encoded, accurate, and complete MDS data to the CMS System, including the following:

(i) Admission assessment.
(ii) Annual assessment.
(iii) Significant change in status assessment.
(iv) Significant correction of prior full assessment.
(v) Significant correction of prior quarterly assessment.
(vi) Quarterly review.
(vii) A subset of items upon a resident's transfer, reentry, discharge, and death.
(viii) Background (face-sheet) information, for an initial transmission of MDS data on resident that does not have an admission assessment.

§483.20(f)(4) Data format. The facility must transmit data in the format specified by CMS or, for a State which has an alternate RAI approved by CMS, in the format specified by the State and approved by CMS. This REQUIREMENT is not met as evidenced by:

Based on record review and staff interviews the facility failed to transmit a discharge assessment for 1 of 2 residents reviewed for discharge (Resident #1).

The findings included:

Resident #1 was admitted to the facility on 03/09/18 and discharged on 04/05/18.

The facility records were reviewed for the assessments transmitted to the national database regarding Resident #1. The national database revealed an Entry Tracking, dated 03/09/18 was accepted on 03/23/18 and
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an Admission Comprehensive assessment dated 03/16/18 was accepted on 03/27/18. There was no transmittal of a discharge MDS for Resident #1.

Interview with the MDS Coordinator on 08/01/18 at 05:07 PM, revealed she had thought the discharge MDS was successfully transmitted for Resident #1 but she had not reviewed the Validation report. The MDS Coordinator reported the omission was an error.

Interview with the Director of Nursing on 08/03/18 at 11:35 AM revealed she expected Resident #1's discharge MDS to be transmitted.